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By the time I enrolled and participated in GEE Competition, I came to realize that a single head
can’t carry a roof! In today’s technological and globalized world, in which business and
technology remain top-drivers of every phenomenon, I learnt a lot from my team.
After reading the poster in my University, I got convinced that I must me too, participate in the
competition.

It was hard battle because the competition had to line up with job full time

requirements in which I had to honor full responsibilities as teacher in secondary school, end
Semester Exams in which I had to work so hard to pass the exams and most difficult the research
paper or Dissertation as an academic requirement for my studies. In addition to those tasks, I had
very limited access to internet connectivity. Despite all those, I sacrificed every opportunity I got
to communicate to my team on facebook. Most of times I used my mobile phone to chat with
them, read comments and ideas of members and share mine. Then I did also try so hard to access
internet to send and read pdf documents shared within the group.
The most appreciable experience I got from my team is how a team can share constructive ideas
toward a common end. I was not used to facebook team, google documents, dropbox,.. But now I
have all experience that I think will help me in the future. In our team, Gayathiri did really work
hard to keep us updated and coordinated both in ideas and online. I did appreciated how
everyone’s idea was valued and respected in writing the report. One thing I noticed the
achievement of a team project requires every individual’s full effort and dedication to the work.
I personally appreciate GEE team, more particularly Deb, who's very eager-to-help lady. If it
weren’t her help, reminders and notification I would have really failed to participate and be not
been able to be eligible for GEE offers. God bless you Deb! I appreciate the ever effort of our
members to participate until the last hour of the deadline.

